Interaction of slip bands with the boundary of a bicrystal of an Fe-Si alloy was studied using several Xray topographic techniques. The observed extinction and orientation contrast is interpreted on the basis of a simple model of a single-slip system and a superdislocation placed at the intersection of the slip band and bicrystal boundary.
Introduction
Mechanical properties -especially the plastic behaviour of materials -are greatly affected by the presence of grain boundaries. The interaction of moving dislocations with the boundaries can be best studied in bicrystals where the boundary is well defined. The deformation structure is affected by both the elastic and plastic compatibility of the grains and the grain boundary structure (Hirth, 1972) . At present much attention is paid to the formulation and testing of criteria for dislocation transmission through the grain boundary. Besides the crystallographic conditions, i.e. the directions and planes of the slip and boundary orientation, the stresses exerted by dislocation pile-ups in one grain are important for slipsystem formation in the second grain (Shen, Wagoner & Clark, 1986; . Deformation of bicrystals of Fe-6 at.%Si alloy was studied by Hook & Hirth (1967) (effect of elastic incompatibility) and by Paidar, Pal-Val & Kade6kovfi (1986) (effect of residual grain boundary dislocations).
The most frequently used experimental methods are optical observation of slip traces and etch pits on the sample surfaces or cuts and electron microscopy. The application of X-ray diffraction topography is limited to slightly deformed samples owing to its low resolving power. The Lang technique and synchrotron Xray topography (in situ observation) was applied to the study of deformed bicrystals of silicon and germanium with very low or zero initial dislocation density (Baillin, Pelissier, Backmann, Jacques & George, 1987) . In contrast with other methods X-ray diffraction topography is sensitive to small lattice distortions. It can provide information about the distribution of deformations and rotations near the boundary from which the stresses acting on dislocations can be estimated.
In this paper an application of several topographic techniques to the investigation of a slightly deformed bicrystal of an Fe-Si alloy is described and the interpretation of topographic images is discussed.
Experimental
The bicrystal of Fe-6 at.%Si was grown by floating zone melting (Paidar, Pal-Val & Kade~kovfi, 1986) . The symmetrical boundary parallel to the crystallographic plane (il2)A = (1i2)8 can be described by the mutual rotation of grains A and B by an angle of 70-5 ° about the [110] direction ( Fig. 1 ). It is a special boundary with E = 3.
The following demands are made on the shape and orientation of the sample. For easy interpretation of the deformation experiment it is useful that (a) the loading axis is parallel to the plane of the boundary; (b) a single-slip system is operating as a result of the chosen loading axis (the slip is parallel to a (111) direction, the corresponding slip plane is the plane with the maximum resolved shear stress); and (c) the investigated sample surface is normal to the boundary. /",..,.
A 11T, ~ 111. From the point of view of X-ray diffraction it is important that (d) symmetrical or slightly asymmetrical reflections are available on the investigated surface with soft X-rays (preferably Co K0~, or Cu K~, Fe K~ or Cr K~); (e) the investigated surface is of the type (hkO), i.e. parallel to one or two directions of easy magnetization, so that no complicated magnetic domain structure interferes with the observation of deformation effects. These requirements are rather contradictory and it is therefore difficult for all of them to be fulfilled simultaneously. For our first experiments the following sample orientation was chosen: the sample was a parallelepiped with longest dimension parallel to the direction [1]1],4 = [lii-IB (the loading axis), the investigated surfaces being +(110)a.n planes (see Fig. 1 ). Requirement (b) was thus not fulfilled, as three slip systems could be operating in the sample with the same probability. Let us note that the investigated bicrystal is isoaxial and both elastically and plastically compatible.
The sample was cut from the annealed bicrystal (4 h, 1523 K) by an electric spark machine, abraded and chemically polished until the surface deformation was removed. Its final dimensions were 3-9 × 3.7 x 9.5 mm.
The sample was deformed by compression in an Ingstron machine under optical inspection. The stress was released when few distinct slip bands developed in the B grain spreading from the sample edge and stopped at the boundary. The geometry of the slip was determined optically. The height of the slip steps was measured by optical interferometry.
The sample was investigated by X-ray diffraction topography in reflection setting both before and after the deformation. Several topographic techniques were applied:
(a) Lang reflection topography. The arrangement was essentially that of the reflection Berg-Barrett technique (e.g. Tanner, 1976) . To obtain good spatial resolution ( --~ 3 l.tm) the Lang camera was used with a narrow slit-collimated primary beam from a fine-focus X-ray tube (divergence < 7') and scanning of the sample and photographic plate parallel to the sample surface. The second slit between the sample and photographic plate is not necessary; it is, however, useful to obtain low-background-density topographs. Co K~I radiation and _+ 110`4,B and _+ 220A, B symmetrical and _+121A=_+211B and +21i`4=_+12iB asymmetrical reflections were used.
(b) Topography with a monochromatic divergent beam (TMD). A divergent X-ray beam monochromatized by diffraction on a curved quartz crystal (Johansson-type monochromator) impinges on the sample crystal set in (m, n) position. On an immobile crystal only a narrow stripe diffracts according to Bragg's law and is recorded on a photographic plate. After crystal rotation the position of the stripe changes, and thus a step-by-step topograph is obtained. Stripe shifts due to local lattice rotations are used for distortion measurement. Continuous topographs are obtained by scanning the sample and photographic plate. The principle of the method was described by Kohra & Takano (1968) , and some of its features were analysed by Polcarov~ & Brfidler (1987) . For this investigation Co K~I radiation and 121A = 21 I B and 211 a = 121B asymmetrical reflections were used.
(c) Double-crystal topography (DC) (e.g. Tanner, 1976) . Cu K~ 1 radiation and an (m, -n) setting was applied. A perfect germanium crystal, with a symmetrical 400 reflection (01 = 33°), was used as the first crystal. The second crystal was the investigated sample. An asymmetrical reflection 121A = 211~ (02 = 41 ° 14') was used. The width of the rocking curve is affected, in addition to the intrinsic widths of reflections of Ge and Fe-Si, by the wavelength dispersion A0,~=(tan 02-tan 01)A2/2= 13' and makes -,-24".
Two series of topographs, one of each grain, were taken while rotating the sample through the rocking curve.
(d) Modified Schulz technique. A divergent primary beam from a fine-focus X-ray tube was used as in the original Schulz (1954) method. To obtain a higher diffracted intensity the sample was adjusted for the reflection of Co K~ 1 radiation on chosen lattice planes (121A=211B and 211A=121B asymmetrical reflections) and a stripe of the diffracted Co K~I was registered. The stripe width depends on the wavelength spread of the spectral line and its dispersion by the crystal and on the geometry of the arrangement. The width of ---0-6 mm obtained in our case was sufficient to obtain a good image of the interesting region near the boundary.
Results
The grain boundary in the sample was not exactly the ideal one: the boundary plane made an angle of --, 3 ° with the (i12) a =(1T2)R plane and there was an additional rotation of the grains by an angle of ---1.1 ° around the [lll]A = [1]]]n axis. Therefore the topographs of the two grains have to be taken separately. Inside the grains sub-boundaries with misorientation < 10' are observed.
From the three possible slips systems only the system [11119/(211)B was operating in the B grain, as determined from the observation of slip traces. The slip bands were several tenths of a millimetre apart and ended either inside the grain or at the boundary. Only a few slip bands continued in the A grain {probably of the system [lli]A/(211)A } (see Fig. 2 ).
The height of the slip steps varied between several tens and 200 nm.
In the topographs taken after the deformation the slip bands are visible as dark straight lines. In Fig. 3 the (110) they are not real shifts of the boundary but that they are images of lattice distortions. They arise by orientation contrast in the same way as images of low-angle grain boundaries. On the (110) surface the slip bands are split into several fine bands near the boundary while they are straight and single close to the boundary on the (ii0) surface. Consequently the steps on the boundary image are fine and multiple on the (110) surface and single and pronounced on the (ii0) surface. They can therefore be better studied on the (ii0) surface (Fig.  6 ). The lattice distortions at the slip bands were measured using TMD (Fig. 7) . They vary along the slip bands, sometimes even changing the sign. In all cases, however, they increase when approaching the boundary. Their numerical values are larger in the ~TTB reflections ( Fig. 7a ) than in the 121B one (Fig. 7b) .
The long-range strains were mapped using DC topography. In Fig. 8 the topographs taken approximately in the maximum of the rocking curve are shown. The inhomogeneous strains around the fronts of the slip bands reach to distances of up to several hundreds of lam in both grains. Their numerical values, determined by comparison of all topographs of the series, agree with those found by TMD.
The curved lines visible in some regions of the topographs of the deformed bicrystal are images of complicated magnetic domain structure not present before the deformation. Their density increases in the neighbourhood of the slip fronts.
Discussion

Comparison of topographic techniques
X-ray diffraction is sensitive to a change in the angle of incidence where g is the diffraction vector and u is the displacement describing the elastic strain in the crystal. The partial x derivative (x is parallel to g) represents the change of interplanar distance and the z one (z is parallel to k o + kg, k o and kg being the wave vectors of the incident and diffracted beams, respectively) represents the rotation of diffracting planes. It is the displacement u which we try to find through interpretation of the topographic contrast. There are two main types of diffraction contrast: orientation and extinction contrast (Lang, 1970) . The orientation contrast originating from varying orientations of relatively large more-or-less perfect crystal regions can become evident (a) by image density varying from a maximum, when the specimen is set so that the corresponding region satisfies Bragg's law, to zero, when it is out of reflection; or (b) by shift of images of adjacent misoriented regions resulting from diverging diffracted beams and increasing with increasing film-to- specimen distance. The presence of the two effects depends on the ratio of the misorientations and the divergence and/or wavelength spread of the incident beam. The extinction contrast arises on locally distorted crystal regions. It is usually this type of contrast which is simulated in the study of individual crystal defects by calculating the intensity of the diffracted beam. In the topographs of plastically deformed crystals where strong lattice distortions are present all types of contrast can appear and it is difficult to separate them. In certain topographic techniques, however, one type of contrast can predominate and a combination of techniques can help in the interpretation of the image. Lang topographs in our surface reflection arrangement provide all contrast types mentioned above. The structural details are well seen through the extinction contrast (e.g. the split slip bands in Fig. 4) , although several topographs have to be taken to obtain a good image of the respective region as a consequence of the mosaic structure. Density variations around the slip bands and especially their fronts at the grain boundary indicate that strong distortions are present; their measurement is, however, difficult. The steps at the boundary are formed by orientation contrast (b) and affected by the extinction and orientation contrast (a) as well. In continuous TMD the orientation contrast (a) is suppressed owing to the high divergence of the incident beam. The topographs have a homogeneous background density with dark extinction contrast on slip bands, dislocation clusters and surface defects, black or white orientation contrast (b) on the subgrain boundaries and their combination on the steps (Fig. 3 ). If one uses step-by-step TMD, misorien- tations can be measured with high sensitivity, especially at plane defects such as subgrain boundaries and slip bands (Fig. 7) . The long-range continuous strain can best be mapped and measured with DC topography, where the orientation contrast (a) predominates. The sensitivity of the measurement depends on the width of the rocking curve. In our arrangement the width was estimated to be 24", and thus the sensitivity was not very high, but high enough, given the large values of measured distortions. The DC technique provides important quantitative information. It is, however, time consuming and requires a precise and stable apparatus. The Schulz technique differs from the other methods mentioned above in two features. First, as white radiation is used, the orientation contrast (b) does not depend on the deformation (i.e. ,'IOB = --tan 0 Ad/d), and is affected solely by lattice rotations. Second, the divergence of the diffracted beam depends, except for the intrinsic reflection width, only on the geometry of the arrangement and not on the wavelength width of the spectral line and its dispersion by the crystal, as do the other methods. With a fine X-ray focus and a long focus-to-specimen distance, the divergence of the diffracted beam can be made smaller than in the other methods. Therefore good resolution can also be achieved with relatively large film-to-specimen distance (~ 20 mm) and the orientation contrast (b) can thus be made very pronounced. Besides, the images of defects are affected by the extinction contrast and, in our modified arrangement, also slightly by the orientation contrast (a). It can be concluded that the four topographic techniques provide complementary information. For the mosaic and plastically deformed crystals the TMD and Schulz methods seem to be most promising.
Model of deformation
The experimental results can be interpreted by the following model. During the plastic deformation the dislocation loops with Burgers vector (a/2) [11118 spread in the slip plane (2]-])B (Fig. 9 ). The mobility of edge dislocations is higher than that of the screw ones, and therefore inside the sample elongated loops with long screw parts are present (Sestfik & Bucki, 1984) . The loop segments with predominating edge component escape to the _+(110) surfaces forming the slip steps observed. The screw segments remain in the crystal and cause the contrast in the topographs. Many dislocation sources operate in parallel slip planes of the band; therefore screw dislocations of both signs are present in the band. All of them are responsible for the local lattice distortions which give rise to the extinction contrast. The long-range strains measured by TMD are caused by the excess of dislocations of one sign. This explains the fact that an extinction contrast was observed also in the band segments where zero lattice rotations were measured. Inhomogeneities of the dislocation distribution in the bands are well seen in the DC topographs (Fig. 8) .
They are probably responsible for the variations of measured distortions along the bands. Although it is difficult to measure the distortions in exactly corresponding points of two topographs, it appears that the values are twice as large in the 211B([g.bl = 2) than in the 17-1B ([g.bl = 1) reflection (Fig. 7) . This confirms that the Burgers vector of dislocations is parallel to
When approaching the boundary, the distortion increases and is always of the same sign (Figs. 7, 8) . Also, all steps on the boundary image have the same shape (Fig. 6 ). This means that near the boundary dislocations of one sign predominate. Near the (110) surface they are of screw character as the edge parts of the loops are already off the crystal (Fig. 9 ). When accumulated near the boundary they produce additional stresses acting against further dislocation motion. As a result the screw dislocations which can easily cross-slip to another slip plane form the split bands observed on the (110) surface (Fig. 4 ). Near the (110) surface the edge parts of the loops are present as far as the boundary keeping the slip in its plane. Therefore the bands are straight on the (110) surface.
In the front of the slip band at the boundary a large number of dislocations of one sign accumulates close to one another. From a larger distance they can be regarded as a superdislocation with the Burgers vector equal to several tens to hundreds of unit Burgers vectors. The elastic long-range strain attached to the superdislocation spreads not only in the deformed B grain but also behind the boundary in the nondeformed A grain. Its effect is even better seen in the A grain than in the B grain where it interferes with contrast on the slip bands. The direction of the dislocation line is [351]~ (i.e. the intersection of the plane of the bicrystal boundary and the slip plane). It is a mixed dislocation with larger screw component (Fig. 9 ). This hypothesis explains qualitatively all the observed effects very well. Moreover, taking into account the sign of rotations we can determine the sign of the Burgers vector: it is parallel to the [11118 direction, if the direction of the dislocation line is [351]B and the FS/RH convention is used (Hirth & Lothe, 1968) . This means that the screw component is a left-handed screw and the inserted half-plane of the edge component is situated below the dislocation line. A quantitative interpretation based on this model is in progress.
The complicated magnetic domain structure which appears on the topographs of the deformed bicrystal gives evidence of stresses which turn the magnetization to directions non-parallel to the surface. The density of the structure is a measure of the stress level (Labrune & K16man, 1974) . More detailed study would be necessary for a well thought out interpretation of this effect.
In several cases the slip continues in the A grain. As regards the orientation of slip traces on the (110) surface the slip plane could be either (2]l)a or (121)a. The plane (2]l)a is more probable as its intersection with the boundary is [351]A = [351]B, i.e. the same as that of the slip plane acting in the B grain (Shen, Wagoner & Clark, 1986) . The corresponding Burgers vector of lattice dislocations in the A grain is b a = (a/2)[lll]a. As the dislocations in the two grains do not have the same Burgers vector, additional grain boundary dislocations must originate with the Burgers vector bGB = bB --ba = ½a[] 122B = ½aEliZ]A.
Formation of grain boundary dislocations is one of the obstacles for dislocation transmission through the boundary. Another one is the structure of the boundary itself: as it is not the ideal E = 3 twin boundary, it contains grain boundary dislocations reacting with the lattice dislocations thus affecting the barrier for the slip. Moreover, even at a perfect twin boundary a segregation of impurities and redistribution of silicon occurs which can affect the dislocation transmission (Lej6ek, Brfidler, Paider & Koutnik, 1987) . To estimate the contributions of these effects to the grainboundary hardening a quantitative determination of the stresses around the front of the slip bands at the boundary from X-ray topography of carefully chosen bicrystals may be helpful.
Concluding remarks
Combination of several X-ray topographic techniques provides complementary information about the state and distribution of distortions in the deformed bicrystal. Strong elastic distortion arises around the front of the slip band at the boundary of the bicrystal reaching far in the non-deformed grain. A simple model of a superdislocation situated in the intersection of the slip band and the boundary with a Burgers vector equal to several tens to hundreds of unit Burgers vectors explains the observed effects qualitatively very well. Quantitative comparison of the measured and calculated distortions can yield further important information.
